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PREFACE

During the year and a half that the task force has been

meeting it has spoken to numerous individuals, including judges

and other court officials, court employees, union

representatives, lawyers, legislators, academics, court

management professionals and management consultants. It has

considered a wide variety of literature, including national

standards on court administration, as well as comparative

statistics on state court caseloads, staffing, and structure.

The task force has also reviewed the various reports,

position papers and legislation on court reorganization which

have been proposed in recent months. Although they include many

worthy recommendations they contain little discussion of the

basic nature of the judicial process and how it affects and is

affected by the organization and administration of the courts.

The task force believes that a full discussion of these issues is

essential lest well intentioned proposals for improvement, now

and in the future, be incompatible with the judicial process

itself.

The task force has sought not to duplicate or compete with

these other efforts, but rather—consistent with its focus on the

future—to concentrate on the issues and principles which it

believes are fundamental to the administration of the courts and

largely timeless. In this way the task force hopes that its

contribution will be of continuing value even after legislative



action is taken on pending proposals. The task force believes,

however, that this report will also be of help in evaluating

those proposals. In this important respect, the future is now.

I. VISION OF A MORE PERFECT FUTURE

"A Letter from the Future"

Dear Organization and Administration Task

Force Members:

Thank you for the invitation to tell you

how things have changed here in the

Commonwealth Court of Justice in the year

2020.

I came to work for the courts over 3 0

years ago. Things are much different now

than they were then. The administrative

confusion of the old days was basically

eliminated by the Court Reorganization Act of

1991 and its aftermath. It changed a lot of

things that needed changing.

Judges are still selected in the same

way: nomination by a blue ribbon nominating
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commission, appointment by the Governor,

confirmation by the Executive Council. But

now there is a retention board that passes on

a judge's performance every seven years. Few

judges are rejected by the board, but when it

happens there is usually widespread agreement

that it was for good reasons. In the old

days we would have lived with the problem

forever, or addressed it as a disciplinary

matter, which seemed to take forever and

involved great expense.

In 2020 we have a performance evaluation

process. The judges opposed it at first, but

now they like it, especially the newer

judges. It keeps them alert and it reassures

the public that the system is under regular

review. The judges welcome the chance to

"talk shop" with their colleagues, which is a

routine part of the evaluation process. And

having other judges sit in on judges' trial

sessions has improved communication among

judges and made practices more uniform

throughout the court. It has brought the

issue of judicial performance into the open

and lowered the temperature. Since
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implementing retention review and performance

evaluation there have been many fewer

disciplinary cases. This has spared the

judges a lot of anxiety.

In your day there were endless debates

about how many courts there should be

—

Superior Court, District Court, Probate

Court, etc. (as if there were really an

answer to the question) , and whether the BMC

should remain independent. With a single

Court of Justice, those issues are now

addressed within the judiciary, and in a much

more relaxed fashion. In the first few years

after court reorganization the small courts

were merged into the bigger ones, and about

20 years ago the Probate Court was merged

into the Superior Court. We are now

experimenting with the merger of the District

Court and the Superior Court, which has been

accomplished on an experimental basis in five

counties. I'm sure it will come to pass

everywhere eventually. But the subject is

not the big deal it was in your day.
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We still have a number of subject-matter

divisions—a major crimes division, a family

division, etc. Recently we set up a

technology crimes division because of the

growth of technology-related criminal

activity. The Chief put Judge Thomas A.

White in charge. We hope it will soon be a

thing of the past. We used to have a drug

division but we dropped it after the drug

problem subsided. The judges like these

special divisions because they can specialize

in something for a while without committing

their lives to it.

The post-1992 improvements in

administration have produced some profound

changes. The whole atmosphere is different.

Everyone knows that the Chief justice of the

Supreme Judicial Court is ultimately in

charge, even though she doesn't often get

involved in day-to-day management. The Chief

Justice of the Court of Justice and the

presiding justices and court administrators

around the state have that responsibility.

Here in Norfolk County we have a court

administrator at the court's headquarters in
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Dedham, and deputy court administrators in

the other four courts in the county. We once

had five courts but we closed one four years

ago because the business didn't justify it.

In your day you required legislation to do

that, and everyone from the police chief to

the paper boy showed up to oppose it.

The court administrator works with the

Norfolk County presiding justice, and his

deputies work with the PJ's managing judges

at each location. The judges now crave these

administrative slots because they come

equipped with professional administrative

assistance, and they get extra pay. You

would think that the more senior judges would

wind up in these positions, but it doesn't

always work out that way. Many of the newer

judges are tapped for these slots because of

their energy and their more recent

administrative experience.

Unlike the old laissez faire days when

the management of the local courts was mostly

just a turf battle, things are now unified.

It is accepted in the courthouse that the
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court administrator is in charge. He holds

regular staff meetings. Today there is a big

emphasis on quality because it is widely

understood that the the Chief Justice is

serious about it.

Court jobs were always considered good

jobs, but today we really feel better about

ourselves, knowing that people care what we

think. There's a merit salary plan, so people

who excel get paid accordingly. There is

also an employee recognition plan where one

can receive special compensation for ideas

that lead to major improvements.

Here in the future we can also move

easily from court to court. However, I still

remember the days when an indication that you

might like to go to another court could

actually be interpreted as disloyalty. And

there is a "career ladder" that means

something. I started out as a Procedures

Clerk I, and now I'm a deputy court

administrator, and in a different court.
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Things are much more "open" than they

once were. We see the judge often—he's

always dropping in and talking to us to see

how things are going. Twice a year the Chief

Justice herself visits the courts around

here, and anyone who wishes to can meet with

her to say whatever they like, privately.

It's nice to know that you have access to the

top now and again.

There is a much greater emphasis on

local responsibility in the system today, and

much less central control. Today, however,

we really have to produce. People from

"central" are often around looking at things,

and we're always a little nervous to see how

we compare with other courts. But we're used

to it now. The big difference is that today,

after the headquarters people leave,

something happens.

The old problems, such as inadequate

resources, still exist. But resources are

now allocated on a caseload basis, so at

least we feel we have our fair share. We

always need more, of course, but there are
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many more incentives to get by with what we

have. If the court next door can close more

cases with the same resources, someone will

be asking why we can't do the same. Back in

your time we'd just pass the buck up the

line—not enough of this, not enough of that,

always someone else's fault. Now we just try

to do a better job. Usually we can.

We found that, like most things, it is

more a matter of attitude than anything else.

Even with major changes in structure,

leadership was the key to improvement.

Good luck!

II. THE PRESENT

A. Administration and the Judicial Process Generally

At the outset it is important to understand the dynamics of

the operations of our courts. It is these dynamics that define

the environment within which administration occurs. They also

define the culture of the courts, the combination of actions and

expectations that make an organization what it is.
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Today there are two cultures that have become valued in the

courts. The traditional one is the justice culture, with its

emphasis on individual discretion, careful deliberation,

independence of decision making, etc. In many respects its

values are not readily compatible with the values of the other,

newer culture, the management culture, whose values include such

things as efficiency, productivity, cost effectiveness and

accountability.

In recent years, the emphasis on management has led to what

is sometimes referred to as the "corporate model" of the courts.

This is a design which views the courts as a more centralized,

organized whole, rather than individually contributing judges

with largely separate and uncoordinated support elements. It is

epitomized by the American Bar Association's Standards Relating

to Court Organization .

The clash between the justice culture and the management

culture is a universal factor in court management. It is not

peculiar to Massachusetts. It is the fundamental factor that

must be taken into account in designing or redesigning court

systems. It is not without its benefits, however, as it reminds

us that justice must not only be done but must appear to be done.

The appearance of justice is often affected by the quality of

judicial administration.
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Hawaii's Sohail Inayatullah, a commentator on judicial

administration, identified some of the changes that can accompany

adoption of a corporate model of judicial administration:

For the judiciary as a whole, centralization
has modest costs. However, "for individual
judges, who may have lost some of their
former autonomy, the cost of a modest degree
of administrative centralization may be
perceived as relatively high." * * * [In
the final step in the adoption of the
corporate model] . . . the idea of the lone
independent judge is dispelled forever . . .

. The judiciary becomes a system, individuals
become actors with specified functions within
this larger system. Parts become
interrelated to each other, and changes in
one part of the system cause perturbations
elsewhere. . . . While this may lead to new
levels of efficiency, judges, attorneys, and
employees may not accept the loss of autonomy
and the loss of individuality that such a
structural shift would entail.

The natural tension between the judicial culture and the

management culture finds many illustrations.

In the judicial culture, decision-making is thought of in

terms of the hierarchy of the appellate process. Cases move from

lower courts to higher courts, with review only after the lower

court has made a decision. Interaction is at arms length, with

all considerations based strictly on the record.

In a management culture, however, this hierarchical approach

is inadequate for decision making. Effective, ongoing, informal

communication and interaction between levels is essential.



This highlights the very different roles that we expect our

Supreme Judicial Court to perform. The Court's case-related role

is to decide questions of rights and responsibilities under the

state constitution, interpret statutory law, and generally to

make law through our common law system.

The Court's superintendence role is to oversee the court

system. This role has taken on vastly greater importance in

recent years, to the point where the high Court is held

accountable for the state of administration in the trial courts.

There is a fundamental question as to whether the Court's case-

related role is so different from its administrative role that

the Court cannot properly perform the latter on an active, as

opposed to a general oversight, basis. While the Supreme

Judicial Court must always have the overall power of

superintendence over the trial courts, and the ability to

supervene the actions of lower judicial officers, the task force

believes that the primary organs of administration of the trial

courts must be closer to the trial courts themselves than is the

Supreme Judicial Court.

The judicial process is a passive one. Courts wait for

cases to reach them. They do not solicit business. They then

serve as umpires in an adversary process where each side is

expected to advocate its position to the maximum.
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The management process, on the other hand, is dynamic and

anticipatory. It requires planning and altogether different

instincts.

- The judicial process is conservative. The actions of

courts and judges are properly rooted in stare decisis because

their decisions are expected to be predictable. The other two

branches may be expected to be on the cutting edge of solving

society's problems. The judiciary is expected to decide rights

and responsibilities based on laws that have already been

enacted

.

In the management process, however, the courts are expected

to be forward thinking and proactive, sometimes even aggressive,

in pursuit of particular goals. The expected conservatism of the

judicial culture and the expected currency of the management

culture are inevitably at odds.

- In the judicial culture, the judge is a powerful,

isolated figure. In many respects he or she is an icon of the

entire justice process. As such, the judge affects the entire

culture and operation of the court.

But in the management culture, good communication is

essential. Preservation of the judge as the embodiment of the

judicial process may be a useful and important element of the
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justice process, but in most cases it serves as a brake on good

communications within the courthouse. People do not communicate

easily with judges, and vice versa.

- In the justice culture, judges tend to view the business

of the courts in terms of individual cases. Individual justice

in individual cases is the goal. In the management culture, on

the other hand, managers often must look at things in the

aggregate, subordinating elements of individual cases to factors

affecting the business of the court as a whole. The justice

culture is better attuned to the needs of the individual case

than the needs of the court as an administrative unit.

Court management involves "managing" groups that are

completely independent and over which the court has very limited

control: police, the private bar, public defenders, district

attorneys, service providers, etc. All are part of the justice

process, and in a general way all are pledged to its effective

administration. Yet each follows its own path, paths which may

or may not be consistent with the goal of prompt and efficient

justice.

This greatly complicates the court management process. It

takes strong, purposeful judges and managers to bring these

diverse interests into alignment every day so the court can do

its job effectively. It also requires a dedication to effective
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coordination and communication that is at odds with the way

courts usually operate, i.e., through mandates. The challenge of

managing such an unwieldy amalgam of interests is immense.

- The very nature of the adversary system has a profound

but seldom acknowledged impact on judicial administration. When

it comes to individual cases, efficient court management is often

not in the interests of the bar or other participants in the

judicial process. Indeed, it may even be their responsibility to

utilize and promote inefficiencies in the court system in

furtherance of their clients' best interests.

The dynamic of two sides pulling in opposite directions, as

they are expected to do in the adversary system, facilitates

delay. Strong court management designed to minimize delay may

place the court in conflict with one of its most important

constituencies—the bar.

The concept that each side should strongly advocate its

position and that truth will be found in the resulting clash is a

hallowed one in our legal system, but it makes court management

infinitely more complex. As someone has put it, hospitals

wouldn't be efficient either if you had one doctor to make you

well and one to make you sick.
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The point is that the administrative environment of the

courts is, at best, extraordinarily complex, its management far

easier to criticize than to control. The task force believes

that this argues for, among other things, a much stronger

management structure at the local court level where these

complicated processes must primarily be confronted and addressed.

B. Administration and the Judicial Process in Massachusetts

Many elements of the Commonwealth's judicial system are, by

national standards, far advanced, particularly at the state

level. The Supreme Judicial Court has powers of general

superintendence over the entire court system, and these powers

have been specifically recognized by legislative enactment. The

various departments of the Trial Court are headed by chief

justices, and there is a Chief Administrative Justice and a Trial

Court Administrator to coordinate the whole.

There are common rules of procedure and fairly broad

uniformity of forms, a single statewide budget (now with nearly

complete transferability among line items) , a common personnel

system with a uniform compensation and classification plan,

salary parity among all trial judges, a judicial nominating

commission, free transferability of judges among the various

trial courts, and a Commission on Judicial Conduct for judges and
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a similar body for clerks. The jurisdiction of the various

departments of the Trial Court is uniform throughout the state.

Also among the strengths of the system are its personnel.

The task force has been impressed with the thoughtfulness of the

court personnel who have appeared before it or whose views have

been expressed. They are intelligent, committed and giving.

There is tremendous knowledge within the system about needed

improvements, and great enthusiasm about moving toward a higher

level of performance. Whatever may be the current budgetary and

other problems facing the courts, the absence of good people is

not among them.

These assets notwithstanding, the system has problems. The

specific problems of court management in Massachusetts have been

recounted often, and in greater detail than is necessary here.

The task force would list the following as the system's principal

difficulties

:

Historically, the dynamics of administration of the local

courts have been quasi-political, with "good management" serving

only as a subordinate objective. Too often management is seen as

a discipline with little direct relationship to cases. It is

often defined in terms of following particular practices and

procedures, or seeking more resources to apply to problems.
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In reality, management is the art of getting people to do

things in a particular way. Better management as a distinct

discipline of court administration appears to have little

credibility in the Commonwealth's courts, particularly the local

courts.

- The statutory structure of the system, and its

administration, is inflexible. There is little room to make

significant improvement without herculean effort, and this

discourages strong management and innovation.

Largely as a result of legislative control there is an

unequal distribution of resources. Moreover, there are either no

effective means, or few means, within the judiciary to

redistribute resources. Individual locations have been

benefitted or burdened by this situation over the years depending

on their influence with their legislative delegation.

The philosophy of management of the court system has not

been articulated. The statutory structure itself conveys

conflicting philosophies.

- Uncertainty about roles, lines of authority,

responsibility and control is the norm, and is fostered by the

present statutory scheme. The problem is compounded by a
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disinclination on the part of judges and others to venture into

areas where their authority is unclear.

Local court structure and organization is not integrated,

it is fractionated. The diffusion of responsibility means that

no one is in charge. There is no chief operating officer of the

local court. It should come as no surprise that statewide court

administration wins no popularity contests in a system where

unified management of even a single courthouse is unknown.

The judiciary lacks control over the selection of certain

key personnel. Local first justices in the District Court and

Probate and Family Court succeed to their important positions by

statutorily defined seniority. Clerks of the court are either

appointed by the Governor or elected in partisan elections.

Key personnel often play conflicting roles. In the

District Court, for example, clerks are managers but they are

also quasi-judicial officers with authority over important

functions such as bail setting and the issuance of criminal

complaints. They are, in essence, first-line judges. In this

environment, the quasi-judicial role usually receives priority,

with management becoming a secondary function that is often

delegated to others.
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There are too many separate management units within the

courts: too many Trial Court departments at the state level

(seven) and too many individual courts at the local level (108)

.

- The emphasis on centralization of judicial administration

has inhibited local initiative. There is a strong tendency to

await instructions from headquarters, partly to avoid acting

ultra vires and partly to avoid the responsibility and discomfort

of administrative decision making.

Structural, cultural, historical and other factors lead

to inadequate communication throughout the court system. At the

state level, communications tend to be top down. Internal

communication within the local courts is poor, a reflection of

the almost complete absence of integrated organization at this

most important level.

C. The Challenge

The fundamental administrative challenge in the courts is

the proper blending of the judicial culture and the management

culture into an effective operational scheme, one that preserves

the basic elements of the justice culture that have evolved over

centuries and that define our basic conceptions of justice, while

at the same time permitting management of the process with

maximum efficiency and effectiveness.



Dean Roscoe Pound recognized the difficulties inherent in

the administration of the court system when he observed that

court management was no sport for the short winded. The worlds

of justice and management are so different that to expect

efficient management without an organization and structure fairly

designed to support it is to elevate faith over both hope and

reason, and to deprive well intended and hard working court

officials of a fighting chance.

The mission for the future is to create a new reality in the

administration of the courts, an environment where good

management can thrive and the judicial decisionmaking process can

itself be enhanced. The most important element of this new

reality will be the emergence of a new way of thinking about

judicial administration on the part of all three branches of

government.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

The task force offers the following conclusions and

recommendations which it feels are important in fostering the

coexistence of the judicial and the management cultures in the

courts of the future. Some of them are deceptively simple.
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A. Flexibility In Court Structures and Judicial
Administration is Essential

The only certainty about the future is its uncertainty.

Whatever may be the actual scenario under which we will live, it

is clear that the structure and administration of the system—the

underpinnings which will determine whether the system's judicial

and management goals are achieved—must be flexible. It must be

able to adapt quickly and easily to changing circumstances. This

is the key to confronting future change in the courts.

Administrative flexibility today is limited. Moreover,

centuries of reliance upon legislative control, coupled with the

generally conservative nature of the courts, has meant that

existing authority has not always been utilized to the maximum.

The task force has not adopted specific recommendations on

some of the issues that have occupied much of the attention of

current reformers: the number of separate courts that are

needed; the degree to which the Chief Justice of the Supreme

Judicial Court should possess plenary power over the court

system; whether there should be a governing board of some kind;

the role of a state court administrator; etc. The task force

believes that, in looking to the future, these "governance"

issues, while important in the design of actual structures, are

of secondary importance. In addition, they admit of a wide
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variety of legitimate approaches which may properly vary over

time.

The more important questions for the future are how power,

wherever located, is best exercised; what the overall management

philosophy of the courts should be; and how the administration of

the courts at the key delivery point—the local courthouse—can

be improved. Strength in local management will minimize the need

for large statewide structures.

To address these and other issues, the watchword of court

organization in the future must be flexibility.

Recommendations

:

1. There should be a single Court of Justice at the trial

court level. It should be divided into such statewide, regional

and local functional or geographic divisions as the Supreme

Judicial Court deems necessary. Although the task force takes no

position on how many different kinds of courts there should be,

it believes that some basic divisions, such as, for example,

between Superior Court and District Court, are sensible, at least

at this time. Whether that will be true in the future, however,

as the business of the courts evolves, is another matter; hence

the task force's recommendation that the Supreme Judicial Court

be able to make these determinations as circumstances warrant.
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2. The Supreme Judicial Court should determine what boards,

trial court chief justices, statewide court administrator or

other administrative mechanisms and offices it wishes to

establish, and it should define their roles.

3 . The number of statewide court departments and the number

of local courts should be reduced. Consideration should be given

to grouping local courts for administrative purposes so that

additional resources and professional managers can be provided

and shared among them.

4. There should be the power to reallocate resources

throughout the courts as necessary. This proposal will not

only permit a fairer distribution of resources, but, to the

extent personnel are given the opportunity to work in new court

environments, it facilitates the mobility of people and the

migration of good practices.

5. A cadre of magistrates should be designated to handle

some of the more basic and routine judicial functions. The

Supreme Judicial Court should be allowed to define the authority

of magistrates.

6. There should be a permanent judicial redistricting

function within the court system to study and recommend changes

in judicial districts as needed.
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7. Every ten years there should be a mandatory legislative

re-examination of the courts' subject matter jurisdiction. In

order to determine what business should remain in the courts and

what should be added or removed, a periodic, thoughtful look at

jurisdiction is desirable. Some cases may appropriately be

shifted to administrative tribunals, while others may be brought

into the courts. These are largely political decisions, but

important ones that can dramatically affect the functioning of

the courts.

B. Leadership in Administration Must be Actively Developed
at all Levels

While there is much discussion about management of the court

system, of greater importance is the issue of leadership.

Leadership is the art of inspiring people to internalize,

work toward and promote the organization's goals. It requires

the articulation of a philosophy and obtaining the commitment of

people at all levels. It has nothing to do with rules and

procedures. It is a matter of spirit.

Everyone with management responsibilities must be a

leader to some degree. Issues of leadership become more critical

as one moves to higher places within the organization, however,

because it is there that the path for the entire organization's

progress and direction are set.



I

Many of the dynamics of court administration referred to

earlier conspire against strong leadership in the courts. Judges

are viewed mainly as independent, individual contributors who

have been selected for their personal abilities and qualities in

deciding individual cases. They are not selected for their

abilities to influence or control the ebb and flow of an

organization. This does not make leadership any less necessary

in the courts. Indeed it makes it essential, and also more

complex. It underscores the need for a careful process by which

judicial leaders can be identified and developed.

It is essential that leadership be developed at all levels

of the court system. Absent this, there will be little

likelihood that other reforms will be successful.

Recommendations

:

1. The Supreme Judicial Court should embark on a major

initiative to define and develop administrative leadership at all

levels of the court system and among all appropriate personnel,

including judges. The Supreme Judicial Court should sponsor a

series of leadership conferences where issues of leadership are

addressed.

2. Successful judicial leadership models elsewhere should be

surveyed

.
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3. Leadership positions should be established at appropriate

points in the court system so as to facilitate the development

and advancement of persons with leadership abilities and promote

the transfer of good practices within the system.

4. There should be an emphasis on "outside management"

("management by walking around") at all levels. This is the best

way for managers to stay in touch with the organization and

influence it.

C. The Court System Should Eniov Autonomy, but with
Responsibility

The autonomy of the judicial branch is born of the need for

complete independence in decision making. Judges should not be

influenced by extraneous factors in the decision making process.

Massachusetts protects the independence of its judges more than

most states by granting them tenure to age 70 so long as they

remain "on good behavior."

As has already been noted, however, the Commonwealth's

courts have been far less independent in their administration,

with a large number of basic management functions being affected

and largely controlled by the other two branches. While some

view this as inter-governmental meddling, others pose the issue

as a legitimate one: If judges do not stand for election, as in
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the political branches, where is the public accountability for

the administration of courts? Put in more practical terms, how

can it be assured that the judiciary will utilize in a

responsible manner the administrative autonomy which it requires?

The general view of the task force is that judges should not

stand for election, either on a partisan or a retention ("yes-

no") basis, as they do in many other states. The task force

believes that the present judicial selection process has stood

the test of time and should be retained. To turn over the

selection of judges to popular whim is to throw out the baby with

the bath water. The task force does believe, however, that there

are other methods by which accountability can be properly

increased without infringing on equally important values.

Recommendations

:

1. The Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court should be

appointed for a renewable term of seven years. This proposal

seeks to emphasize both the responsibility and accountability of

the Chief Justice for overall court administration, while not

committing the Chief Justice to this difficult role for an

indefinite period.

2. The Chief Justice's role as administrative head of the

entire court system should be given more weight in the
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appointment process. In many respects this is the Chief Justice's

most important role in the eyes of the public.

3. There should be an ongoing, mandatory judicial

performance review system. The heart of such a system should be

peer review, but it should include solicitation of input from a

variety of other informed sources as well. It should be oriented

toward assisting judges to improve their performance. While

productivity is a legitimate consideration in the performance

review process, it should also address qualitative issues in the

decision-making process.

4. There should be a performance review system for court

management. Just as institutions are audited for their financial

health, courts should be audited periodically as to their overall

administrative performance. The review should consider the full

range of administrative issues facing the courts, including

caseflow management, internal court administrative processes, and

public satisfaction with the administration of the court.

5. Judges should be subject to a retention vote of a

Judicial Performance Commission every seven years. The judicial

appointment process should remain as it is, with the Governor

appointing, subject to Executive Council confirmation, from a

list of candidates screened by a Judicial Nominating Council.



Judges would be appointed to serve until age 70. The retention

process would require a five-person Judicial Performance

Commission appointed by the Supreme Judicial Court with due

regard to the inclusion of judges and others in whom the Supreme

Judicial Court has great confidence. Operating under a strong

presumption in favor of retention, an appropriate means of review

of the overall performance of a judge can be made without

chilling the independence of the judicial decision making

process. The Judicial Performance Commission may consider

information generated by the judicial performance review system

discussed above.

6. Line item allocations inhibit strong management behavior.

The court budget should be allocated to the judiciary in one or a

few line items. Further allocations throughout the court system

should be by the Supreme Judicial Court or the Chief Justice

thereof, or their designees. The task force is not in favor of

self-financing or retained revenue mechanisms at this time. The

traditional budget process, with a reduced number of line items,

provides a useful means of ensuring accountability in a non-

elected branch of government.

7. The Supreme Judicial Court and the Legislature should re-

examine court fees. Fees should reflect the level of service

that the court must provide in a case.
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D. Both a Philosophy of Management and Enhanced Management
Accountability Mechanisms Must be Developed

As was noted above, many aspects of the Massachusetts

judicial system meet or exceed national standards. What is

missing in all three branches of government, however, is a shared

vision of how the courts should actually be administered. The

result in the judicial branch is that no concrete plan of

administration, no administrative philosophy to provide needed

handholds and guidance, has ever been developed. Specific goals

and objectives have neither been articulated nor internalized.

The problem is born partially of an ambiguous statutory

scheme which sends mixed signals, seemingly emphasizing

uniformity and strong central leadership while at the same time

depriving the courts of some of the most basic management

controls. It is a compromise arrangement that unfairly implies

high performance while also frustrating it. Such an arrangement

does not serve the public good.

Beyond specific statutory provisions, however, it is the

lack of a common plan that hinders problem solving and systemwide

coordination. That absence requires each participant in the

management process to formulate an individual vision of his or

her responsibility and authority, one which is almost certainly
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at variance with the visions of others with whom he or she must

interact. This frustrates the most dedicated court personnel,

and, more importantly, inhibits the development of the personal

and organizational spirit and commitment necessary in any

successful undertaking.

The development of a system-wide Court Management Plan is

essential. Once a Management Plan is in place, local courts and

other offices should be viewed, in management terms, as

"accountability centers," as mechanisms for ensuring management

accountability.

Recommendations

:

1. A series of statewide and regional management conference

should be convened to develop a Management Plan for the court

system. As already noted, a formalized Management Plan can serve

an important purpose in articulating the roles and

responsibilities of key personnel at both the statewide and loca

levels. This should be a major, high-visibility effort. It

might be beneficial to integrate it in part with the Leadership

Conferences discussed earlier.

2. Without prejudging the results of the above effort, the

task force urges that increased management responsibility and

authority be lodged in the local courts and such other non-

statewide court structures as are created. Although the
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judiciary should determine its own management philosophy, the

task force believes that a decentralized approach is best, and

that responsibility and authority should be placed at the lowest

level of the system where it can be accomplished effectively.

3. In addition to the development of the Management Plan

described above, the judicial leadership should lead an annual

planning process across the court system to permit the upward

flow of best thinking, clarify expectations, and achieve

commitment to goals. Such a process can be an important factor in

mobilizing judicial and support staffs toward common goals, and a

convenient medium for communicating clear direction on where both

individual courts and the court system as a whole are heading.

The process should be participative, with subsidiary plans

designed at each accountability level.

The plans should cover a one-year horizon and be aimed at

both new and ongoing initiatives. The plans should consider:

the court's strengths and weaknesses;

the budgetary picture;

operating goals;

improvements in the areas of quality, productivity,

caseflow management, systems, economics, information

technology and physical plant;
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human resource plans, including needs, hiring plans,

migration of best performers, compensation, recruiting,

retention, motivation and professional development;

long term issues; and

the unit's role in the court wide plan.

Successful planning is a team effort and requires full

participation from every senior person.

E. The Courts Should Prepare Themselves for a Broader
Role in Providing Services to Offenders, Persons at Risk
and Others Needing the Assistance of the Court

In the future the courts will play a much greater role in

the direct or indirect delivery of services to offenders, persons

at risk, and others on need of services. While much attention

has been paid to the future development of alternative forms of

dispute resolution, the court today performs many functions that

are entirely different from dispute resolution of any kind.

The most vivid example is the probation service. Begun by

John Augustus as a modest effort to give the court a set of eyes,

ears and hands to deal with criminal defendants, probation has

developed into a large and important service delivery system.

The service delivery concept has now spread far beyond probation,

with the introduction of on-site court clinics and a host of

programs and affiliations which a well run court today considers



indispensable: treatment programs, mediation programs, diversion

programs, alternative sentencing programs and other community

resources of all types.

With the perceived decline in public confidence in

government likely to continue in the near term, the court is

likely to play an expanding role as the service provider of last

resort. Whether that role is played directly or through other

agencies, it is clear that the court's role in this area should

be approached deliberately. Just as the judicial function and

the management function differ markedly, so a developing service

function will bring new challenges and administrative

complications. Among other things, it will bring with it many of

the same pressures and problems that are common to Executive

Branch social service agencies.

Recommendation:

There should be a Department of Court Services within the

judicial branch. The goal of the department should be to provide

necessary personal assistance services to those who are involved

in cases in the courts and who need help of a type related to

their case. The core of the department should be the probation

service, but the role of probation should be broadened from

criminal and family cases to all manner of court-related service

delivery.
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F. The Knowledge and Abilities of Court Personnel
Must be Harnessed and Developed

In the litany of problems and constraints facing the courts

it is easy to forget the system's greatest strength, one too

seldom recognized: the quality of judges and other personnel.

As noted earlier, the task force has been impressed with the

quality of the personnel in the court system. What needs

enhancement, however, are mechanisms to make the most of this

reservoir of talent, to permit the ideas of the best and the

brightest, and the average employees as well, to influence the

process in appropriate ways. Critical to getting the most from

these talented people is professional local court administration,

a subject which the task force will address later.

While the courts have no monopoly on insight, the task force

believes that the answers to many questions lie within the system

today.

Recommendations

:

1. Committee structures should be re-examined and formalized

in order to maximize the constructive involvement of personnel at

all levels of court system administration and policy making.

2. Continuing education should be fully integrated into the

court's work schedule and become a fundamental part of each
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employee's work life. As an antecedent to this process the court

system should set goals as to how much of a court employee's time

should be devoted to training and education.

3. An employee recognition program should be established at

all levels of the court system so that positive performance can

be rewarded.

4. A merit based compensation plan should be established so

that high performance and innovation can be rewarded.

5. A system of statewide job postings should be established

to facilitate career movement within the judicial service.

6. An Office of Judicial Support should be created. Such an

office would be charged with responding to the unique personal

and professional needs of judges. It should have jurisdiction

over issues such as law clerks, stress management, retirement

planning, and others. Also included in this office should be in-

house or on-call experts in complex new subjects that confront

judges; e.g. medical technology, environment, genetic

engineering, artificial intelligence, etc.

7. Appointment of new court personnel, and promotions,

should be based exclusively on merit. In the future this will be

important not only to ensure that the courts benefit from the
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talents of the very best people, but also to remind employees

that doing their best leads to appropriate, tangible rewards.

G. Judges Must Remain Involved In and Have the
Ultimate Responsibility for Court Administration

There is a tendency to want to solve the "two cultures"

problem by simply dividing the court process in two, leaving the

judging to the judges and the administration to the

administrators. While the task force strongly supports the

concept of professional local court administrators, it does not

believe that the court process should be or can be easily split.

The judges must remain involved in administration in a meaningful

way. The task force does not support a model of administration

which would make judges visitors in courthouses run by others.

The task force arrives at this position because of the

inherent and inextricable interrelationship of judicial and

management issues. The judicial side of that equation includes

the basic elements of our concept of justice: the adversary

system, guilt and innocence, sentencing, fairness, trials, due

process—the building blocks of the courts and the law.

The management side consists mostly of what happens outside

the courtroom. It includes things like dealing with the public

over the counter. Being able to find a case file. The clerk and

probation agreeing on what the disposition in a case was.
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Recalling warrants so people aren't wrongly arrested. Having an

accurate criminal record for bail setting and sentencing

purposes. Collecting moneys that have been ordered paid.

Surrendering defendants who are in violation of their probation.

In the area of case management it includes effective

communication with the bar; starting court at 9:00 a.m.;

scheduling business efficiently; and having a firm continuance

policy.

In the future we will need a fuller appreciation of how

profoundly the management side of the court affects the judicial

side, and of the dire consequences to justice when the

"clockworks" are left unattended. The task force is convinced

that the two sides of the process are so closely intertwined as

to be inseparable. To this end judges must remain appropriately

involved in management. Even more importantly, judges must

remain involved because ultimately, whatever the actual

administrative structure of the court system, and regardless of

whose job it is to do what, the people will always hold the

judges responsible for the system's performance.

The relationship of the judge to a professional court

administrator is important and cannot be avoided by an artificial

separation of duties. The management of the court must be a

partnership, with the court administrator providing the
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management knowledge and the hands. The central challenge to

local court administration is to make that partnership work.

Recommendations

:

1. Judicial positions that carry with them administrative

responsibilities should be filled from within the judiciary for

stated terms. Judges should be selected for administrative

judicial positions based solely on their administrative ability.

Statutory requirements as to seniority should be eliminated.

2. A judge, with professional assistance, should be in

charge of each accountability center within the court system,

including each local court and such regional and statewide

groupings of courts as are established.

3. Judges with significant management responsibilities

should receive extra pay.

H. Because the Administration of Justice is Largely a Local
Process, the Integration and Professionalization of the
Local Courts is Essential

Despite the national trend to structure courts into "state

systems," the judicial process is basically local. Most cases

have little significance beyond their immediate locale. Counsel

are usually local, as are non-support workers, abuse prevention

counselors, social workers, law student advocates, district
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attorneys, the police department and other participants in the

justice process.

The local courts must be strong administrative units. There

are natural and inevitable tensions and dysfunctions that emerge

when state level officials attempt to manage local functions.

More importantly, because courts are institutions which exercise

profound power in individual cases (depriving people of their

liberty, their children, their property, their homes) , and

because the judicial side of the court and the management side

are so inextricably intertwined, the local court's authority on

the management side must parallel its authority on the judicial

side. An institution with broad powers in judicial matters but

little control over its own administration is doomed to failure.

No organization can function in such a schizophrenic environment.

The structure of the key service delivery unit of the

justice system—the local court— is fundamentally inadequate, as

presently structured, to meet modern day administrative

challenges. Whatever may be the uncertainties of authority and

responsibility at the state level, the situation at the local

level is worse.

Clerks are not properly accountable, being either appointed

by the Governor or elected in partisan elections. Communication

between the clerk and the probation office is often strained.



The operations of the local court are completely unintegrated

.

The local court does not function as an administrative unit.

Although each office of the court—the judge's office, the

clerk's office and the probation office—makes an important

contribution to the justice process, the barriers to effective

administration that exist in many of our courthouses can be

overcome only by the most agile or persistent. The judge is

nominally in charge, but in this trifurcated environment no one

is truly in charge. Local court administration too often becomes

passive, uncoordinated and idiosyncratic. It isn't so much that

the court is mismanaged. It is just unmanaged.

The future will require the introduction of professional

court administrators in the local courts. This is the path which

other professions have followed toward improved administration.

They have recognized the need for persons with skills different

from those needed to produce the "product"— in this case,

management skills rather than judging or case-related skills.

The cost and complexity of health care delivery has led to

the management of hospitals by professional administrators. In

the public sector, the demands of modern public administration

have given birth to professional city and town managers. In the

legal arena, lawyers are turning to law firm administrators in

order to meet modern standards of legal administration. These

groups know that professionalization of administration is
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indispensable to both the quality of service and the bottom line.

This is as true in courts as elsewhere.

Recommendations

:

1. A Resource Reallocation Plan should be developed.

There is widespread agreement that court resources—personnel,

funds, equipment, etc.—are not allocated efficiently. A major

reallocation of these resources should be undertaken so that

courts feel they have their fair share. Some resources may be

reallocable immediately, while others may require more time.

2. The appointment of clerks by the Governor, and the

election of clerks and registers, should be eliminated.

3. The courts should employ professional court

administrators selected for their administrative ability, in the

local courts.

4. The court administrator should work closely with the

judge in charge to manage the court as a single administrative

unit.

5. All local court management functions should be placed

under the court administrator. The court administrator should be

responsible for and have the authority to address all management

issues in all offices of the courthouse.
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